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Abstract — A unique, experimental analysis is provided on
ultra-broad-band noise data for high frequency BJT and FET
transistors derived from multiple test setups. These setups
include a traditional in-house flicker noise measurement system
(to 100kHz), and a new commercially available broad-band low
frequency noise measurement system (to 40MHz), along with
higher frequency microwave noise figure system (utilized for
10MHz-40GHz) and noise parameter test system (used for 240GHz data). Using noise spectral density and noise figure
representations, data from several on-wafer device devices,
obtained from four different test systems are examined and
merged over frequency. Surprisingly consistent agreement is
observed in the broad-band frequency trends of the low
frequency flicker noise measurement systems and higher
frequency microwave noise test systems with the newer broadband commercial system seen to successfully ‘bridge the gap’
between traditional flicker noise measurement upper frequency
limits and the lower limits of microwave noise figure and noise –
parameter test systems.
Index Terms — Low Noise Amplifier, Flicker Noise,
Microwave Measurement, Noise Figure, Noise Parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION
Flicker noise, pink noise, base-band noise or 1/f noise are a
few names for a frequency dependent noise power that exists
in every electrical device or component. In oscillators, mixers,
and other similar components, the phase noise specification
becomes the critical limitation in system design due to its
impact on phase noise and reduction in system dynamics, as
this low frequency noise undergoes a frequency translation
into high frequency during mixing [1]. This noise exists at all
frequencies, but is overcome by the flat or ‘white’ thermal
noise of the device at a frequency known as the corner
frequency. Between the corner frequency and DC is where
flicker noise can be measured, and in this region the noise
power density fall off at a slope of approximately the inverse
of the frequency (f -1) on a log-log plot, hence the name: 1/f.
Although a unified theory of the origin of flicker noise has
been attempted to be fully described [2] there is some doubt as
to whether it properly accounts for less understood materials

or mechanisms leading to slopes of f -x. It is known that flicker
noise can be generated by fluctuations in carrier density, trap
capture and emission, and fluctuations in the carrier mobility,
among others [2], [3]. Regardless of origin or slope, all
spectral power density observed in this region has been
referred to as flicker noise. Properly modeling these
characteristics are incredibly important for accurate design,
therefore accurate and reliable and repeatable measurements
systems are required to generate adequate data for noise model
extraction.
Typically, measured noise data falls into a few
‘measurement regions’, typically frequency limited by the
commercially available hardware, end-use application, or
consideration of noise generation mechanism. The flicker
noise measurement region has traditionally been from DC to
100 kHz, after which frequency noise figure measured directly
or derived from noise parameters might be more appropriate
to describe the noise. In this flicker-to-thermal noise
mechanism transition region, the flicker noise power drops
below the thermal noise. When the flicker spectral noise is
correlated into a noise figure, a loosely parabolic shape may
be observed broad-band as the with a null or flat region in the
transition region before it begins to climb linearly, similar to
what has been simulated and described in [4] and [5].
II. FLICKER NOISE MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
On-wafer flicker noise measurement systems capable of
accurate flicker noise measurements have been fully described
in several publications, including [1], [6], [7]. Each involves a
skilled technician or engineering user operating the set-up and
measurements, as flicker noise measurements are quite
sensitive to contamination from the operator’s own test
equipment and sensitivities in addition to external noise
sources. Common sources of test equipment and external
contamination may include lights, computer monitors, biasing
power supplies, and resistors and capacitors used in filter
networks.
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Fig. 1. Custom built (0.1 Hz – 100 kHz) flicker noise measurement
system in low noise current amplifier (CAMP) configuration.

Common measures to reduce the noise influence of bias
supplies is to use batteries as power supplies, if permittable
with biasing voltage and current requirements, shielded
cables, and 1 Hz low pass filters with metal film resistors and
high quality factor capacitors in different configurations
depending upon device technology and use. A BJT, for
instance, will be presented with a high filter output resistance
in an effort not to short the current source, while a FET will be
presented with a filter voltage source with an output resistance
of approximately 50 Ohms. Other external noise mitigations
include the use of a Faraday cage surrounding the test
equipment, and turning off computer monitors and lights
before a measurement is initiated. Other critical considerations
are high quality low noise current or voltage amplifiers, as
will be discussed shortly.
This work will consider the quality and magnitude of the
measured data, frequency range, and the correlation between
the data acquired by the two flicker noise systems, along with
the extension of the flicker noise measurement region (0.03
Hz – 40 MHz) into frequency ranges spanning into typical
commercially available noise figure measurement regions (10
MHz+) and well into noise parameter measurement
frequencies (0.3 GHz+).
The two flicker noise systems will include an in-house
current amplifier based flicker noise measurement system
(Fig.1), a Keysight Advanced Low Frequency Noise Analyzer
(A-LFNA) using the voltage amplifier (Fig.2). The spectral
density data derived from noise figure data (PNA-X NF) was
acquired with an N5247A with built-in e-tuner and low noise
receiver, by the method described in [8]. The spectral density
data derived from noise parameters data was gathered using
the Maury ATS ultra-fast (Maury UF) noise parameters
system using the N5247A low noise receiver as described in
[9]. For the source-corrected noise figure measurements, the
N5247A low noise receiver was calibrated against a high
dynamic range power sensor, while in the case of the ultra-fast
noise parameters based data, a calibrated diode based noise
source was used for system calibration.

Fig. 2. Keysight A-LFNA broad-band (0.03 Hz – 40 MHz) flicker
noise measurement system in low noise voltage amplifier (VAMP)
configuration.

Further details regarding noise parameter theory and
measurements can be found in [10], [11], [12], and [13]. The
conversions used to correlate the 50 Ohm noise figure
measured from the two thermal noise measurement systems
into equivalent spectral densities has been omitted for the sake
of brevity.
III. THEORY OF FLICKER NOISE MEASUREMENT
Although several methods exist for the measurement of
flicker noise, the device technology, biasing requirements or
required sensitivity can lead to difficulty in finding a solution
that will provide broad-band measurements with a high
dynamic range. Flicker noise data is commonly expressed as a
spectral density (Sx) in dBm, dBV2 or dBA2 vs. log frequency.
The in-house flicker noise measurement system employs
filters specifically designed for FETs and others for HBTs or
BJTs with R-C values, are optimized for use. The system is
controlled through manual operation of the bias voltages and
currents, manual set-up of the battery powered low noise
current amplifier, as well as that of the dynamic signal
analyzer. Measurements are initiated by the user, and a custom
software program captures the averaged data. The system is
capable of noise measurement from 1 mHz – 100 kHz, with a
typical noise floor of approximately -200 dBA2/Hz.
For a FET, such as the DUTs characterized for this work,
the AC noise current is funneled into a virtual null low noise
current amplifier (CAMP) with a given sensitivity, where the
signal is boosted so that it may be measured as a noise voltage
present at the input to the high dynamic range dynamic signal
analyzer (DSA). The high input impedance (1 MOhm) of the
DSA ensures that the measurement has not been loaded in any
way from the op-amp buffered 50 Ohm output of the current
amplifier. Sid is then calculated by (1) [13], where Nv_meas is
the measured noise voltage, and (1/RF) is the sensitivity of the
current amplifier.

Fig. 3. Spectral density comparison and equivalent 50 Ohm noise
figure of DUT Device 1 at Bias 1, taken with three different
measurement systems.
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MOhm) divided by the parallel equivalent of these resistances
with the addition of the Rds of the device itself, by (3) [13].

(1)

The Keysight A-LFNA provides more automation than the
custom solution. The bias filters are built into the shielded
input and output modules, and are selected automatically after
a DC screening. The power supplies utilized were HP4142
low power SMUs, fed to the test units with shielded triaxial
cables. The multiple-LNA A-LFNA has the capability to take
data using two built-in CAMP (0.03 – 100 kHz), although
measurements shown within this work implemented the more
broadband (3 in total) VAMP (0.03 – 40 MHz).
In order to properly correlate the measured noise voltage to
a noise current, the DC characteristic of the DUT must be
known, specifically IDS vs. VGS and VDS so that Rout and gm
may be determined so that RSOURCE and RLOAD within the input
and output units, respectively, may be determined. The
parasitic capacitance of the cables (typically a conservatively
estimated value) is used along with the resistive loads to
determine the VAMP roll-off frequency, or the frequency
where the gain of the VAMP is reduced due to parasitic
influence [13].
The data taken after the roll-off frequency (typically
between 300 kHz and 10 MHz) was generally found to be
useful and still showed a high degree of correlation to other
measured or expected results. For this reason, the entirety of
the sweep is presented. The A-LFNA software automates the
measurement. The measured data includes the thermal noise
floor, the VAMP (or CAMP) noise floor and the SMU noise
floor.
The power spectral noise voltage,
is calculated by (2)
where
is the voltage gain of the VAMP.
⁄
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Fig. 4. Spectral density comparison and equivalent 50 Ohm noise
figure of DUT Device 1 at Bias 2, taken with three different
measurement systems.

(2)

It may then be converted to a spectral noise current by a
voltage division of RLOAD and the output of the VAMP (1
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The observed noise floor of the A-LFNA was
approximately 10-15 dB better than that of the in-house flicker
noise measurement system. The time required to take a
measurement was found to be faster than manually biasing the
battery based or analog power supplies used in the in-house
system. Additionally, the software was generally found to be
more robust, although this also resulted in a steeper learning
curve in terms of set-up and design. Once a test plan was
developed however, it could easily be replicated for additional
testing.
IV. FET MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the data taken from the inhouse system matches closely to that taken with the A-LFNA
system, and at higher frequency merges into the PNA-X noise
figure and noise parameter derived measured data. The slight
curl upwards seen in the upper frequency A-LFNA data
occurs beyond the measurement frequency roll-off where the
accuracy of the measurement has deteriorated, but is presented
for interest and completeness.
Fig. 5 compares the measurement of Device 2 over the span
of 1 Hz to 40 GHz using data from three methods of noise
measurement: The A-LFNA from 0.03 Hz – 40 MHz, the
PNA-X based noise figure measurement from 0.01 – 6 GHz,
and the Maury ATS ultra-fast noise parameter system from 240 GHz. At the time of writing, there is not in-house system
flicker noise data available for comparison, although the
authors expect to have this data in time for the final paper
submission.
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Fig. 5. Broad-band spectral density and equivalent 50 Ohm noise
figure of DUT Device 2 at Bias 1, taken with three different
measurement systems.

V. CONCLUSION
This work demonstrated that flicker noise spectral density
can be measured on a variety of systems, with different
methodology and components, considering due care is given
to eliminate external sources of noise that contribute to
measurement error, in conjunction with correcting for various
measurement differences that arise due to the differences in
the style of flicker noise measurement system. The Keysight
A-LFNA and the homebuilt system were able to produce
relatively smooth and coherent flicker noise datasets. Also
demonstrated was the accuracy and consistency of the PNA-X
based noise figure measurements in correlation to both the
flicker noise measurement region and the noise parameters
based measurement region. Furthermore, the Maury Ultra-fast
noise parameter measurement system also proved to be an
accurate link.
The four measurement systems (the in-house flicker noise
system, the A-LFNA, the PNA-X based noise figure method
and the Ultra-fast noise parameters system), provided robust
data that bridged the gap between traditional flicker noise
regions and noise figure well into noise parameter
measurement regions, captured the corner frequency, and
extend the measured result from DC into the Ka-band
millimeter wave region. The data sets linked together provide
a unique experimentally driven view of the broad-band
measurement of noise.
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